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Abstract—Transmission control protocol veno is a wireless transmission congestion control algorithm which can better distinguish different loss. It determines whether the packets random loss or congestion loss through calculate to the packets number of backlog in the network. However, transmission control protocol veno does not change the congestion window in the slow start, and it is same to the traditional transmission control protocol. Transmission control protocol adaptive delay and loss response controls the congestion window base on the sender judgments changes in the relevant window and measures round-trip time. It improves the performance of transmission control protocol than the conventional transmission control protocol on the satellite network transmission control protocol. Taking into account the characteristic of both congestion control algorithms respectively, we propose an enhanced transmission control protocol that introduces ideas of transmission control protocol veno distinguish between random packet loss and congestion loss. Our scheme can distinguish the different loss and increase the number of congestion window distinctively in the slow start.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of modern computing network gradually transferred from wired network to wireless network. Such as the wireless local area network, the Internet of things and the sensor network et al. These wireless networks cannot geographical coverage, such as the voyage of a vessel at sea, military battlefield, remote rural areas. The satellite networks may become the only choice for mobile users at sea to connect with the terrestrial world. However, transmission control protocol performance degrades in geostationary satellite networks due to long propagation delays and high bit error rates. In recent years, many of scholars propose a number of solutions for improve transmission control protocol performance in satellite networks [1-2]. The proposed solutions can be roughly divided into the following three categories: end-to-end improvement solutions [3], link-layer design solutions [4], and transmission control protocol split connection solutions [5-6]. In this paper we consider the satellite network congestion control in maritime environment and propose a modification of transmission control protocol adaptive delay and loss response to improve transmission control protocol performance in broadband geostationary earth orbit satellite network.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the transmission control protocol adaptive delay and loss response algorithm and transmission control protocol veno are analyzed. In Section 3, our scheme is introduced. Simulation results that compare the performance of transmission control protocol our scheme, transmission control protocol adaptive delay and loss response, transmission control protocol veno and transmission control protocol new reno are presented in Section 4 and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

II. TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL ADAPTIVE DELAY AND LOSS RESPONSE

Transmission control protocol adaptive delay and loss response (transmission control protocol with algorithm modifications for adaptive delay and loss response) [7] is an end-to-end congestion control algorithm that improves performance for broadband geostationary satellite networks. It introduces division of congestion window increment phase into sub-phases in order to enable transmission of additional segments for better satellite link utilization in the absence of losses. It also adjusts transmission rate more adaptively in the presence of losses. It controls congestion window using the scaling factor $\rho$ which is computed from the measured round-trip time. It just needs to modify the transmission control protocol sender and divides into three processes: adaptive congestion window (cwnd) increase mechanism, adaptive receives window increase mechanism, and loss recovery mechanism.

Summary, the adaptive cwnd mechanism was proposed to divide the slow start phase into four sub-phases based on the current cwnd, slow start threshold (ssthresh), and flight size (total unacknowledged byte in the network). The cwnd increment factor depends on the sub-phases. In the process of adaptive rwnd increase mechanism, at the transmission control protocol receiver, the rwnd limits the amount of transmitted data. The number of transmitted bytes is the minimum of either the cwnd or rwnd. The adaptive rwnd increase mechanism is used to increment the rwnd when no losses have occurred. Transmission control protocol adaptive delay and loss response allows the transmission of additional segments thus improving bandwidth utilization of a satellite link. The loss recovery mechanism modifies the fast recovery phase to enable the back-to-back transmission of two segments. It limits the number of retransmissions from the retransmission buffer to three segments to prevent a large number of
unnecessary retransmissions.

The traditional transmission control protocol (transmission control protocol Reno) treats the packet loss as a manifestation of network congestion, and takes appropriate measures to reduce the transmission rate for maintain the stability of the network. It is reliable for the wired network because the bit error rate (bit error rate) is very low in the wired link, such as Twisted-Pair copper wire and fiber optics. Generally, the packet loss can be considered a manifestation of network congestion. However, the reliability of the wireless link is not stable enough in a wireless network environment. This will often results in higher bit error rate. The network may cause randomly packet loss, especially in long delay satellite link which bit error rate can be as high as 10^-4. If the network takes the traditional transmission control protocol, such as transmission control protocol Reno, will treat random packet loss as congestion loss, which will results in the transmission control protocol performance degradation. According to the characteristics of the wireless environment, Fu proposed the transmission control protocol veno [8] that can distinguish effectively between random packet loss and congestion loss in the wireless environment. Transmission control protocol veno is a performance enhancement for transmission control protocol reno in wireless environment. It includes four phases: slow start, congestion avoidance, retransmission timeout, fast retransmit and fast recovery.

The transmission control protocol veno distinguishes between congestion and without congestion in the congestion avoidance phase. It also distinguishes between the random loss and congestion loss in the fast retransmit. The former reduces the oscillation of the transmission control protocol, increases the amount of send data. The latter ensures a high threshold start congestion avoidance when the packet random loss, and also increases the amount of send data. Therefore, based on the judgment of the congestion state, the transmission control protocol veno distinguishes effectively the random loss. In the presence of a large number of random losses of the satellite environment, the transmission rate of transmission control protocol deserves significant improvement.

III. TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL SCHEME

The transmission control protocol adaptive delay and loss response increases congestion window with different values based on flight size, congestion window and receiver window.

Our transmission control protocol scheme improves mainly three aspects: the congestion window increase, the loss detection and the threshold adjustment. It checks the packet loss in the slow start, congestion avoidance. Because the sender takes the packet loss as the network congestion, the sender’s window is set one sender maximum segment size (SMSS). Thus it distinguishes effectively the random loss and the congestion loss, and minimizes the impact of random packet loss for the transmission control protocol performance.

Slow start phase: The transmission control protocol adaptive delay and loss response divided the slow start into four different phases. However, all of the congestion window are used $cwnd = (\sqrt{p}/4) \times SMSS$ in every phase, which does not reflect the difference. In the four sub-phases, our transmission control protocol scheme has a different increase for the congestion window in order to make it adapted to the different growth in the slow start. The slow start begins in the initial connection or the timeout. The sender need detect the network state in the first phase when the initial connection. The value of the congestion window cannot be too high. Our transmission control protocol scheme still uses the transmission control protocol adaptive delay and loss response’s settings. The $cwnd$ is $(\sqrt{p}/4) \times SMSS$. In the second phase and the third phase, the rate of window increase can increase substantially. Our transmission control protocol scheme sets the $cwnd$ is $\sqrt{p} \times SMSS$. The last phase may be appropriate to reduce the rate of window increase, and set one SMSS, as shown in Figure 1.
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When a packet loss is detected, if $N \geq \beta$, the backlog $N$ at the queue is large, then our scheme treats the packet loss as the congestion loss. The value of congestion window can take the value of the traditional transmission control protocol congestion window. If $N < \beta$, the backlog $N$ at the queue is small. Our scheme treats the packet loss as a random loss. The value of the congestion window can take the value of the transmission control protocol veno.

Fast recovery phase: The adaptive delay and loss response also does not consider the distinction between the random loss and the congestion loss when sets the threshold in the fast recovery. It also reduces the window by half as same to the traditional transmission control protocol (new reno). So it also greatly reduces the transmission control protocol performance. Our scheme takes the transmission control protocol veno settings. It distinguishes the loss, and sets the value of threshold is $[cwnd \times 4/5]$ if the packet loss is the random loss, as follows:

// random loss
if $N < \beta$ then $ssthresh = cwnd \times 4/5$

//congestion loss
else $ssthresh = cwnd / 2$

In summary, our proposed transmission control protocol distinguishes the satellite link random loss and adjusts the congestion window and the threshold. It is an enhancement for the transmission control protocol adaptive delay and loss response to improve the transmission control protocol performance in the satellite link.
IV. SIMULATION

The simulation model is shown in figure 2. The server connects to the gateway. The gateway sends the data to the satellite which connects to the client. The link rate of the server connect to the gateway is set to 10 Mb/s. The downlink and uplink data rates are 2,048 kb/s and 256 kb/s, respectively. The satellite links one-way propagation delay is 250ms. The bit error rate of the satellite link sets 10-9, 10-7 and 10-5. The server sends a 50M file size to the client. We evaluate and compare the performance of our proposed transmission control protocol, transmission control protocol adaptive delay and loss response, transmission control protocol veno, and transmission control protocol new reno by collect the client download response time and the satellite link throughput for various bit error rate.

In the case of the gateway without congestion loss, the proposed scheme’s download response time has a certain reduce than the other three kinds of transmission control protocol. With the increase of bit error rate, the serverer continuously retransmits the packet that miss and error. Transmission control protocol adaptive delay and loss response and our scheme uses the scale factor of the scaling to increase the window value of the server sends in the slow start or congestion avoidance phase. These can take full advantage of the characteristics of satellite link such as the large bandwidth-delay product. The download response time can greatly reduce than transmission control protocol reno and transmission control protocol veno. Because the slow start phase our proposed scheme differentiate the send window value, it can reduce the download response time.

When a lot of congestion occurs in the network, our proposed scheme has more advantages than other three kinds of transmission control protocol schemes, especially in the case of high bit error rate. The network packet loss come from two aspects, the first is that the gateway cache data lost due to the backlog of large amounts of data in the gateway of the input buffer. There are data losses in the tail sequence. This is the case of the missing data in most of the network. Alternatively in the satellite link, the error bits of data flow caused by high bit error rate, resulting in data link layer the received error bits were discard by receiver. The proposed scheme takes transmission control protocol veno’s loss data check in fast recover phase. In the high bit error rate satellite link, the proposed scheme can timely adjust the threshold. In the fast recovery phase the data send rate still maintains a high growth value. These improve the utilization of satellite link.

The proposed scheme’s download response time significantly reduce than transmission control protocol adaptive delay and loss response, as show figure 3. Especially the bit error rate changes from 10-6 to 10-5, the download response time rapidly increases. The throughput of satellite link shows in the figure 4. The proposed scheme also shows a better performance.

In this paper, we propose an enhanced scheme for transmission control protocol adaptive delay and loss response that adapt to the satellite link of the high bit error rate transmission. The proposed scheme checks the packet loss on the satellite link, distinguishes the network congestion packet loss and random packet loss due to bit error, and reasonably adjusts the threshold fast recovery phase, it improves the send rate in the fast recovery, ensures that the growth rate on the satellite link. From the simulation results, the proposed scheme promotes the throughput of satellite link and effectively reduces the file download response time.
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